Read each scenario and determine whether it corresponds to a need or a want.

1. Sandra takes the subway to travel 50 miles for work everyday. ____________

2. Maria buys all her clothes from branded showrooms. ____________

3. Grandpa uses glasses for reading, and also to see distant objects. ____________

4. Adriana’s backpack is worn out, so she buys a new one. ____________

5. Kelly is taking medicine for her toothache. ____________

6. Julian insisted on buying a villa in the heart of the city. ____________

7. I have asked Dad for a smartwatch this Christmas. ____________

8. Joe is filling gasoline in his car at the filling station. ____________
Read each scenario and determine whether it corresponds to a need or a want.

1. Sandra takes the subway to travel 50 miles for work everyday.  Need

2. Maria buys all her clothes from branded showrooms.  Want

3. Grandpa uses glasses for reading, and also to see distant objects.  Need

4. Adriana’s backpack is worn out, so she buys a new one.  Need

5. Kelly is taking medicine for her toothache.  Need

6. Julian insisted on buying a villa in the heart of the city.  Want

7. I have asked Dad for a smartwatch this Christmas.  Want

8. Joe is filling gasoline in his car at the filling station.  Need